RP1 in Chinese: Eight novel variants and evidence that truncation of the extreme C-terminal does not cause retinitis pigmentosa.
Heterozygous truncating mutations in the RP1 gene cause approximately 7% of autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (RP) cases. To examine the role of RP1 mutations in RP, we screened 101 unrelated Chinese RP patients (unselected for mode of inheritance) and 190 elderly normal control subjects for sequence changes in the coding exons for the 2156 amino acid RP1 protein. One patient had a mutation, thus RP1 mutations cause about 0.0% to 5.4% (95% confidence interval) of all RP among Chinese. The mutation was R677X, the most common found in Americans. Five other known sequence changes were found. In addition, nine novel sequence alterations were identified: 746G>A (R249H), 1437G>T (M479I), 2116G>C (G706R), 3024G>A (Q1008Q), 3188G>A (Q1063R), 5797C>T (R1933X), 6423A>G (I2141M), and the variants 6542C>T and 6676T>A, both in the 3' untranslated region. One control subject and three members of a non-RP family were heterozygous for R1933X, which is therefore likely to be a non-disease-causing variant. The most C-terminal truncation previously reported was due to Tyr1053 (1-bp del) and occurred in RP patients. Thus the presence of a normal level of at least part of RP1 between amino acids 1052 and 1933 appears necessary to prevent RP. Hum Mutat 17:436, 2001.